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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

I am ………………, a permanent resident of  …………………………………
currently residing at………………………. Also the bearer of Passport numbered …………………….. I was born on 
……………………….. I live with my wife ……………..and parents ……………………..As a person I am someone who 
believes that without hard work and patience no goal can be achieved. 

About my academic qualification, I completed my school leaving certificate (SLC) from Vidhya 
Bikash English School, Gothatar in 2011 AD securing 82.13% under the Board of the Government 
of Nepal, Ministry of Education. And then I got admitted in Classic Academy Higher Secondary 
School as a student of  Business Management and finished my Higher Secondary Education 
which is also known as +2 in Nepal in 2013 AD with 55.50%. After that, I joined Pashupati Multiple 
Campus which is affiliated to Tribhuwan University (TU) and did my Bachelor in Humanities 
and Social Sciences in which I secured 52.50% in 2017 AD. However, to hold world reputed 
education I must select a bold path where I found foreign studies very essential. For this 
reason, I sat for standardized test IELTS and was able to score overall band score of 6.5 (no less 
than 6 in each band). I started searching the best education destination and finally ended up 
choosing Australia among many other countries like USA, UK and Canada. 

I wanted to immediately get enrolled in Master Program in Australia, but I came to know that 
we must have 4 years Bachelor Degree. As (TU) hadn’t launch this 4 years course during our 
time. It launched in the year 2016. My further studies in humanities and Social science is most 
essential for me to strengthen my career providing me with greater opportunities for future 
success. So being optimistic I am applying as an international student at Australian Health 
and Management Institute to study Graduate Diploma in Strategic Leadership and Advanced 
Diploma in Leadership Management. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING AUSTRALIA 

In my opinion Australia is the popular destination for the international students like me where I 
get to study the subject of my choice with the accredited degree. Australia offers a 
cosmopolitan culture with safe, friendly and supportive society creating ideal environment for 
international students. It is important for any international students to feel welcomed secured 
and appreciated in the new land with homely environment. On the other hand the cost of 
living in Australia is considerably low, especially compared to the living expenses and tuition 
fees of the USA, UK. Australia provides worlds favorable facilities and educators for local and 
international students with high quality education and innovative policy development it has 
some of the best colleges in the world. 

Other factors include: 

1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages 
innovative, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very successful 
in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 

7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for 
international students which governs fundamental rights of international students and 
enables our rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, 
mode of study and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is also an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education to 
international students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of 
Australia. 
10.  Social work is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third most 
language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for choosing Sydney  

When I picturesque Australia, the first thing that comes to my mind is Opera House, which lies 
in Sydney. Could be weather, opportunities or anything the international students along with 
me automatically is attracted to Sydney. I have chosen Sydney as my study  location because 
it is one of the world’s best cities for international students, beating 87 cities to the covered 
13th spot-QS best student cities 2017 revels (www.scotsenglish.edu.au) The hot summer and 
gentle mild winters is favorable. It is also the home to many top educational institutions and 
universities. Sydney is also an ideal city where every others culture and religion is respected. 
Sydney promotes healthy outdoor living throughout the year while they immerse themselves 
in the beautiful, clean and a safe harbor city. I find myself comfortable with accommodation 
and college fee in Sydney. Because of these reasons, it can be easy for international student 
like me to adjust over there where I will be warmly welcomed.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL

Nepal is developing country. Every aspects like political, economic and social aspects directly 
affect in education system. Social work is relatively new subject in the context of Nepal as it 
was introduced as a degree only after 2005. After that, few others colleges started offering 
social work education as a degree course. However, during the course of my study most of the 
examples we use were from outside Nepal especially from USA and Australia.

Furthermore, while studying the Bachelor’s degree we had to study a few lessons about 
Leadership Management, but there was very limited information. We all know that leadership 
is an integral factor for a successful career, especially for people working in Social Work who 
needs to lead and find new ways to deliver and help people in need. But, there are no any 
institute/university who offers quality Leadership Management course in Nepal.

Besides many parents and students here in Nepal choose to study Science and Mathematics 
because of which university boards like Tribhuwan Universities, Kathmandu Universities or 
Pokhara Universities are not giving enough priority to this course. The secondary reason for 
not choosing Nepal is due to lack of polished trainers and experienced scholars. Also, we lack 
practical studies rather than going theoretically as a result there is less recognition of these 
kind of subjects which play a vital role in developing oneself and community. The other reason 
is frequent strikes and demonstrations that make students to self-study without teacher’s 
guidance as a result academic performance is low, the syllabus and curriculums remains 
incomplete. Australian Universities are globally recognized and the students are competitive, 
creative and updated with modern techniques of learning which we lack here in Nepal. 
Henceforth, I want to pursue higher education in Australian University. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING THIS COURSE (GRADUATE DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN 
LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT) 
During my (+2) level I got opportunities to enroll myself in few workshops and trainings. At that 

time I realized how important was for me to step up and speak out to mold myself as a 
professional. I was influenced by great speakers with good leadership skills and qualities. 
During this period I got to know various great personalities who built their empire with their 
leadership skills. Hence, I wanted the same personality in me. I visited various colleges that 
could help me to enroll in this course but failed as these subject was very new to me and the 
colleges so I had to divert myself to university agents to inquire about the course. This time I 
was not disappointed because I got to know various universities with all the courses of my 
interest. Also with the help of internet I was able to research to its depth, I believe it is the 
foundation course which provides key insights, tips and skills to better manage, perform, 
motivate and ultimately become a successful leader. But first I want to learn why 
management matters, and how successful leaders build high performing teams. Ultimately, 
leaders develop others to make a significant contribution to their work.I need necessary 
qualities and qualifications to be a successful leader. This course is perfect for me to enhance 
my ability in Management and Leadership field. Furthermore, this will also help me to manage 
the responsibilities of people and coordinate the team in logistic way.

For me my country is my pride but can’t blame the country for not being able to provide good 
education system or not being able to have visionary leaders and politicians. I am not that 
eligible to go against the government and ask them to start solving my problems. This is a 
chain that could still go for ages. Public demands a developed society whereas student like 
me demand a good political state with good education system. I have been watching this 
threats from my childhood. So my only ambition is to become a voice of people. By enrolling 
myself as the student of Leadership Management I would be able to develop the skills and 
emotional intelligence to lead and manage workplace relationship, effective team and 
individuals, organizational change and gain a range of technical skills too. And this is the exact 
course that would lead me to my future destination. 

My Advanced Diploma of Leadership last for 80 weeks and the other course of Graduate 
Diploma in Strategic Leadership course last for fifty two weeks. In order to study the Graduate 
Diploma course I have enrolled in Advanced Diploma of Leadership so as to get the essence 
of this course in the beginning. 

Reason for choosing Australian Health and Management Institute (AHMI)  

Though I researched few universities like Western Sydney and University of Sydney, no matter 
the education provided by these universities are first class but I found AHMI best among all 
because we can get same quality education in low tuition fees, apart from that what attracts 
the international students is its location and duration of course. Advanced Diploma of 
Leadership Management costs AUD 14,000 which lasts for 80 weeks and Graduate Diploma of 
Strategic Leadership cost AUD 13,800 which lasts for 52 weeks which is comparatively lower to 
other colleges and universities. 
AHMI which is located in Parramatta City of Western Sydney provides international students to 
explore and experience multi-cultural lifestyle. AHMI is a college of every national and 
international student’s choice which provides a wide variety of courses according to student’s 
interest. AHMI is maintained with lecture rooms, facilities and equipment setup, checked and 
maintained regularly to assure effectiveness. The campus is located next to train station 
which makes transportation easier.

AHMI also provide a range of support services and facilities for all students like
* Art galleries
* Counselling
* Careers and work Placement
* Health services
* Student learning support and development
* Library and Computer   

Australian Health Management Institute (AHMI) aims at all times to a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training organization AHMI is bound to 
comply with the Vocation Quality Framework, the national Code of practice and other 
requirements specified by the Australian Skills Quality (ASQA). Furthermore, AHMI has 
affordable college fee which one of all the considerable factor coming for a developed 
country. In addition, its class time-table is flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. So, I 
choose AHMI as my education provider. 
Regarding finance and career plan:

My family and my wife has always been supportive to me. My finance will all be covered by my 
families here in Nepal during my stay in Australia. My families are financially very strong and 
hence sending me to Australia will not be a burden for them. I am married but my wife will not 
be accompanying me to Australia. She has always supported and believed in me since we 
started dating and now I believe it’s my privilege to refer to her as my wife. Her constant 
support and care has always been a source of motivation for me. She will stay back in Nepal 
and continue with her career and also look after the needs of my parents and her parents too.

After the completion of advanced diploma and Graduate Diploma in Leadership 
Management I will be eligible to have credit transfer to Master Degree in Leadership 
Management. At the same time I will be eligible to handle the managerial post and other 
organizational work. I would love to enroll myself in organization which works for people. When 
I will be back I will work for Non- Governmental Organization like Nepal Red Cross Society and 
Maiti Nepal. With this accredited degree I can also be a part of International Organizations like 
AIN, World Health Organizations (WHO), UNICEF, UN-Habitat and many more where my 
Australian Degree will get high preference. When I will be back to Nepal I will definitely reach 
my requirements, qualities and will be capable enough to enter into community work or social 
services. It will be easier to earn minimum Nrs. 90,000 to Nrs.1,00,000 per month and I believe 
this will help me to live a healthy and happy life in my home country along with my family. 

Listed below are the screen shots that shows vacant post in various non-governmental 
organizations. 
    
Moreover being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my loving family and my supportive wife for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream aim and passion for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they have sacrifice their whole life fulfilling my wishes right from my birth. 
My wife who is also taking responsibilities has the dream to open a school in our area so 
without my support she won’t be able to do such a huge project by herself. My whole family 
along with my wife has always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there is no 
stones left unturned for my career. This is unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it 
but I can care them staying aside. With this motto on me, with completion of my degree and 
some international experience, I will return back to my country. 

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get a International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there. So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a 
student visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country. 

 Also, I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like:
- Maintaining 80% of attendance.
-Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.

- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term.
- Attending the enrolled university for at least 6 months.
- Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the university/ DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

  I assure the Australian Government that will stay within the condition of visa (sub-class 500) 
during my stay in Australia and preform no such activity that is against the visa (sub-class 
500) condition.

Sincerely, 
…………………………..
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3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages 
innovative, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very successful 
in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 

7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for 
international students which governs fundamental rights of international students and 
enables our rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, 
mode of study and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is also an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education to 
international students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of 
Australia. 
10.  Social work is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third most 
language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for choosing Sydney  

When I picturesque Australia, the first thing that comes to my mind is Opera House, which lies 
in Sydney. Could be weather, opportunities or anything the international students along with 
me automatically is attracted to Sydney. I have chosen Sydney as my study  location because 
it is one of the world’s best cities for international students, beating 87 cities to the covered 
13th spot-QS best student cities 2017 revels (www.scotsenglish.edu.au) The hot summer and 
gentle mild winters is favorable. It is also the home to many top educational institutions and 
universities. Sydney is also an ideal city where every others culture and religion is respected. 
Sydney promotes healthy outdoor living throughout the year while they immerse themselves 
in the beautiful, clean and a safe harbor city. I find myself comfortable with accommodation 
and college fee in Sydney. Because of these reasons, it can be easy for international student 
like me to adjust over there where I will be warmly welcomed.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL

Nepal is developing country. Every aspects like political, economic and social aspects directly 
affect in education system. Social work is relatively new subject in the context of Nepal as it 
was introduced as a degree only after 2005. After that, few others colleges started offering 
social work education as a degree course. However, during the course of my study most of the 
examples we use were from outside Nepal especially from USA and Australia.

Furthermore, while studying the Bachelor’s degree we had to study a few lessons about 
Leadership Management, but there was very limited information. We all know that leadership 
is an integral factor for a successful career, especially for people working in Social Work who 
needs to lead and find new ways to deliver and help people in need. But, there are no any 
institute/university who offers quality Leadership Management course in Nepal.

Besides many parents and students here in Nepal choose to study Science and Mathematics 
because of which university boards like Tribhuwan Universities, Kathmandu Universities or 
Pokhara Universities are not giving enough priority to this course. The secondary reason for 
not choosing Nepal is due to lack of polished trainers and experienced scholars. Also, we lack 
practical studies rather than going theoretically as a result there is less recognition of these 
kind of subjects which play a vital role in developing oneself and community. The other reason 
is frequent strikes and demonstrations that make students to self-study without teacher’s 
guidance as a result academic performance is low, the syllabus and curriculums remains 
incomplete. Australian Universities are globally recognized and the students are competitive, 
creative and updated with modern techniques of learning which we lack here in Nepal. 
Henceforth, I want to pursue higher education in Australian University. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING THIS COURSE (GRADUATE DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN 
LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT) 
During my (+2) level I got opportunities to enroll myself in few workshops and trainings. At that 

time I realized how important was for me to step up and speak out to mold myself as a 
professional. I was influenced by great speakers with good leadership skills and qualities. 
During this period I got to know various great personalities who built their empire with their 
leadership skills. Hence, I wanted the same personality in me. I visited various colleges that 
could help me to enroll in this course but failed as these subject was very new to me and the 
colleges so I had to divert myself to university agents to inquire about the course. This time I 
was not disappointed because I got to know various universities with all the courses of my 
interest. Also with the help of internet I was able to research to its depth, I believe it is the 
foundation course which provides key insights, tips and skills to better manage, perform, 
motivate and ultimately become a successful leader. But first I want to learn why 
management matters, and how successful leaders build high performing teams. Ultimately, 
leaders develop others to make a significant contribution to their work.I need necessary 
qualities and qualifications to be a successful leader. This course is perfect for me to enhance 
my ability in Management and Leadership field. Furthermore, this will also help me to manage 
the responsibilities of people and coordinate the team in logistic way.

For me my country is my pride but can’t blame the country for not being able to provide good 
education system or not being able to have visionary leaders and politicians. I am not that 
eligible to go against the government and ask them to start solving my problems. This is a 
chain that could still go for ages. Public demands a developed society whereas student like 
me demand a good political state with good education system. I have been watching this 
threats from my childhood. So my only ambition is to become a voice of people. By enrolling 
myself as the student of Leadership Management I would be able to develop the skills and 
emotional intelligence to lead and manage workplace relationship, effective team and 
individuals, organizational change and gain a range of technical skills too. And this is the exact 
course that would lead me to my future destination. 

My Advanced Diploma of Leadership last for 80 weeks and the other course of Graduate 
Diploma in Strategic Leadership course last for fifty two weeks. In order to study the Graduate 
Diploma course I have enrolled in Advanced Diploma of Leadership so as to get the essence 
of this course in the beginning. 

Reason for choosing Australian Health and Management Institute (AHMI)  

Though I researched few universities like Western Sydney and University of Sydney, no matter 
the education provided by these universities are first class but I found AHMI best among all 
because we can get same quality education in low tuition fees, apart from that what attracts 
the international students is its location and duration of course. Advanced Diploma of 
Leadership Management costs AUD 14,000 which lasts for 80 weeks and Graduate Diploma of 
Strategic Leadership cost AUD 13,800 which lasts for 52 weeks which is comparatively lower to 
other colleges and universities. 
AHMI which is located in Parramatta City of Western Sydney provides international students to 
explore and experience multi-cultural lifestyle. AHMI is a college of every national and 
international student’s choice which provides a wide variety of courses according to student’s 
interest. AHMI is maintained with lecture rooms, facilities and equipment setup, checked and 
maintained regularly to assure effectiveness. The campus is located next to train station 
which makes transportation easier.

AHMI also provide a range of support services and facilities for all students like
* Art galleries
* Counselling
* Careers and work Placement
* Health services
* Student learning support and development
* Library and Computer   

Australian Health Management Institute (AHMI) aims at all times to a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training organization AHMI is bound to 
comply with the Vocation Quality Framework, the national Code of practice and other 
requirements specified by the Australian Skills Quality (ASQA). Furthermore, AHMI has 
affordable college fee which one of all the considerable factor coming for a developed 
country. In addition, its class time-table is flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. So, I 
choose AHMI as my education provider. 
Regarding finance and career plan:

My family and my wife has always been supportive to me. My finance will all be covered by my 
families here in Nepal during my stay in Australia. My families are financially very strong and 
hence sending me to Australia will not be a burden for them. I am married but my wife will not 
be accompanying me to Australia. She has always supported and believed in me since we 
started dating and now I believe it’s my privilege to refer to her as my wife. Her constant 
support and care has always been a source of motivation for me. She will stay back in Nepal 
and continue with her career and also look after the needs of my parents and her parents too.

After the completion of advanced diploma and Graduate Diploma in Leadership 
Management I will be eligible to have credit transfer to Master Degree in Leadership 
Management. At the same time I will be eligible to handle the managerial post and other 
organizational work. I would love to enroll myself in organization which works for people. When 
I will be back I will work for Non- Governmental Organization like Nepal Red Cross Society and 
Maiti Nepal. With this accredited degree I can also be a part of International Organizations like 
AIN, World Health Organizations (WHO), UNICEF, UN-Habitat and many more where my 
Australian Degree will get high preference. When I will be back to Nepal I will definitely reach 
my requirements, qualities and will be capable enough to enter into community work or social 
services. It will be easier to earn minimum Nrs. 90,000 to Nrs.1,00,000 per month and I believe 
this will help me to live a healthy and happy life in my home country along with my family. 

Listed below are the screen shots that shows vacant post in various non-governmental 
organizations. 
    
Moreover being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my loving family and my supportive wife for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream aim and passion for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they have sacrifice their whole life fulfilling my wishes right from my birth. 
My wife who is also taking responsibilities has the dream to open a school in our area so 
without my support she won’t be able to do such a huge project by herself. My whole family 
along with my wife has always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there is no 
stones left unturned for my career. This is unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it 
but I can care them staying aside. With this motto on me, with completion of my degree and 
some international experience, I will return back to my country. 

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get a International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there. So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a 
student visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country. 

 Also, I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like:
- Maintaining 80% of attendance.
-Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.

- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term.
- Attending the enrolled university for at least 6 months.
- Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the university/ DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

  I assure the Australian Government that will stay within the condition of visa (sub-class 500) 
during my stay in Australia and preform no such activity that is against the visa (sub-class 
500) condition.

Sincerely, 
…………………………..
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

I am ………………, a permanent resident of  …………………………………
currently residing at………………………. Also the bearer of Passport numbered …………………….. I was born on 
……………………….. I live with my wife ……………..and parents ……………………..As a person I am someone who 
believes that without hard work and patience no goal can be achieved. 

About my academic qualification, I completed my school leaving certificate (SLC) from Vidhya 
Bikash English School, Gothatar in 2011 AD securing 82.13% under the Board of the Government 
of Nepal, Ministry of Education. And then I got admitted in Classic Academy Higher Secondary 
School as a student of  Business Management and finished my Higher Secondary Education 
which is also known as +2 in Nepal in 2013 AD with 55.50%. After that, I joined Pashupati Multiple 
Campus which is affiliated to Tribhuwan University (TU) and did my Bachelor in Humanities 
and Social Sciences in which I secured 52.50% in 2017 AD. However, to hold world reputed 
education I must select a bold path where I found foreign studies very essential. For this 
reason, I sat for standardized test IELTS and was able to score overall band score of 6.5 (no less 
than 6 in each band). I started searching the best education destination and finally ended up 
choosing Australia among many other countries like USA, UK and Canada. 

I wanted to immediately get enrolled in Master Program in Australia, but I came to know that 
we must have 4 years Bachelor Degree. As (TU) hadn’t launch this 4 years course during our 
time. It launched in the year 2016. My further studies in humanities and Social science is most 
essential for me to strengthen my career providing me with greater opportunities for future 
success. So being optimistic I am applying as an international student at Australian Health 
and Management Institute to study Graduate Diploma in Strategic Leadership and Advanced 
Diploma in Leadership Management. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING AUSTRALIA 

In my opinion Australia is the popular destination for the international students like me where I 
get to study the subject of my choice with the accredited degree. Australia offers a 
cosmopolitan culture with safe, friendly and supportive society creating ideal environment for 
international students. It is important for any international students to feel welcomed secured 
and appreciated in the new land with homely environment. On the other hand the cost of 
living in Australia is considerably low, especially compared to the living expenses and tuition 
fees of the USA, UK. Australia provides worlds favorable facilities and educators for local and 
international students with high quality education and innovative policy development it has 
some of the best colleges in the world. 

Other factors include: 

1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages 
innovative, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very successful 
in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 

7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for 
international students which governs fundamental rights of international students and 
enables our rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, 
mode of study and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is also an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education to 
international students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of 
Australia. 
10.  Social work is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third most 
language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for choosing Sydney  

When I picturesque Australia, the first thing that comes to my mind is Opera House, which lies 
in Sydney. Could be weather, opportunities or anything the international students along with 
me automatically is attracted to Sydney. I have chosen Sydney as my study  location because 
it is one of the world’s best cities for international students, beating 87 cities to the covered 
13th spot-QS best student cities 2017 revels (www.scotsenglish.edu.au) The hot summer and 
gentle mild winters is favorable. It is also the home to many top educational institutions and 
universities. Sydney is also an ideal city where every others culture and religion is respected. 
Sydney promotes healthy outdoor living throughout the year while they immerse themselves 
in the beautiful, clean and a safe harbor city. I find myself comfortable with accommodation 
and college fee in Sydney. Because of these reasons, it can be easy for international student 
like me to adjust over there where I will be warmly welcomed.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL

Nepal is developing country. Every aspects like political, economic and social aspects directly 
affect in education system. Social work is relatively new subject in the context of Nepal as it 
was introduced as a degree only after 2005. After that, few others colleges started offering 
social work education as a degree course. However, during the course of my study most of the 
examples we use were from outside Nepal especially from USA and Australia.

Furthermore, while studying the Bachelor’s degree we had to study a few lessons about 
Leadership Management, but there was very limited information. We all know that leadership 
is an integral factor for a successful career, especially for people working in Social Work who 
needs to lead and find new ways to deliver and help people in need. But, there are no any 
institute/university who offers quality Leadership Management course in Nepal.

Besides many parents and students here in Nepal choose to study Science and Mathematics 
because of which university boards like Tribhuwan Universities, Kathmandu Universities or 
Pokhara Universities are not giving enough priority to this course. The secondary reason for 
not choosing Nepal is due to lack of polished trainers and experienced scholars. Also, we lack 
practical studies rather than going theoretically as a result there is less recognition of these 
kind of subjects which play a vital role in developing oneself and community. The other reason 
is frequent strikes and demonstrations that make students to self-study without teacher’s 
guidance as a result academic performance is low, the syllabus and curriculums remains 
incomplete. Australian Universities are globally recognized and the students are competitive, 
creative and updated with modern techniques of learning which we lack here in Nepal. 
Henceforth, I want to pursue higher education in Australian University. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING THIS COURSE (GRADUATE DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN 
LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT) 
During my (+2) level I got opportunities to enroll myself in few workshops and trainings. At that 

time I realized how important was for me to step up and speak out to mold myself as a 
professional. I was influenced by great speakers with good leadership skills and qualities. 
During this period I got to know various great personalities who built their empire with their 
leadership skills. Hence, I wanted the same personality in me. I visited various colleges that 
could help me to enroll in this course but failed as these subject was very new to me and the 
colleges so I had to divert myself to university agents to inquire about the course. This time I 
was not disappointed because I got to know various universities with all the courses of my 
interest. Also with the help of internet I was able to research to its depth, I believe it is the 
foundation course which provides key insights, tips and skills to better manage, perform, 
motivate and ultimately become a successful leader. But first I want to learn why 
management matters, and how successful leaders build high performing teams. Ultimately, 
leaders develop others to make a significant contribution to their work.I need necessary 
qualities and qualifications to be a successful leader. This course is perfect for me to enhance 
my ability in Management and Leadership field. Furthermore, this will also help me to manage 
the responsibilities of people and coordinate the team in logistic way.

For me my country is my pride but can’t blame the country for not being able to provide good 
education system or not being able to have visionary leaders and politicians. I am not that 
eligible to go against the government and ask them to start solving my problems. This is a 
chain that could still go for ages. Public demands a developed society whereas student like 
me demand a good political state with good education system. I have been watching this 
threats from my childhood. So my only ambition is to become a voice of people. By enrolling 
myself as the student of Leadership Management I would be able to develop the skills and 
emotional intelligence to lead and manage workplace relationship, effective team and 
individuals, organizational change and gain a range of technical skills too. And this is the exact 
course that would lead me to my future destination. 

My Advanced Diploma of Leadership last for 80 weeks and the other course of Graduate 
Diploma in Strategic Leadership course last for fifty two weeks. In order to study the Graduate 
Diploma course I have enrolled in Advanced Diploma of Leadership so as to get the essence 
of this course in the beginning. 

Reason for choosing Australian Health and Management Institute (AHMI)  

Though I researched few universities like Western Sydney and University of Sydney, no matter 
the education provided by these universities are first class but I found AHMI best among all 
because we can get same quality education in low tuition fees, apart from that what attracts 
the international students is its location and duration of course. Advanced Diploma of 
Leadership Management costs AUD 14,000 which lasts for 80 weeks and Graduate Diploma of 
Strategic Leadership cost AUD 13,800 which lasts for 52 weeks which is comparatively lower to 
other colleges and universities. 
AHMI which is located in Parramatta City of Western Sydney provides international students to 
explore and experience multi-cultural lifestyle. AHMI is a college of every national and 
international student’s choice which provides a wide variety of courses according to student’s 
interest. AHMI is maintained with lecture rooms, facilities and equipment setup, checked and 
maintained regularly to assure effectiveness. The campus is located next to train station 
which makes transportation easier.

AHMI also provide a range of support services and facilities for all students like
* Art galleries
* Counselling
* Careers and work Placement
* Health services
* Student learning support and development
* Library and Computer   

Australian Health Management Institute (AHMI) aims at all times to a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training organization AHMI is bound to 
comply with the Vocation Quality Framework, the national Code of practice and other 
requirements specified by the Australian Skills Quality (ASQA). Furthermore, AHMI has 
affordable college fee which one of all the considerable factor coming for a developed 
country. In addition, its class time-table is flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. So, I 
choose AHMI as my education provider. 
Regarding finance and career plan:

My family and my wife has always been supportive to me. My finance will all be covered by my 
families here in Nepal during my stay in Australia. My families are financially very strong and 
hence sending me to Australia will not be a burden for them. I am married but my wife will not 
be accompanying me to Australia. She has always supported and believed in me since we 
started dating and now I believe it’s my privilege to refer to her as my wife. Her constant 
support and care has always been a source of motivation for me. She will stay back in Nepal 
and continue with her career and also look after the needs of my parents and her parents too.

After the completion of advanced diploma and Graduate Diploma in Leadership 
Management I will be eligible to have credit transfer to Master Degree in Leadership 
Management. At the same time I will be eligible to handle the managerial post and other 
organizational work. I would love to enroll myself in organization which works for people. When 
I will be back I will work for Non- Governmental Organization like Nepal Red Cross Society and 
Maiti Nepal. With this accredited degree I can also be a part of International Organizations like 
AIN, World Health Organizations (WHO), UNICEF, UN-Habitat and many more where my 
Australian Degree will get high preference. When I will be back to Nepal I will definitely reach 
my requirements, qualities and will be capable enough to enter into community work or social 
services. It will be easier to earn minimum Nrs. 90,000 to Nrs.1,00,000 per month and I believe 
this will help me to live a healthy and happy life in my home country along with my family. 

Listed below are the screen shots that shows vacant post in various non-governmental 
organizations. 
    
Moreover being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my loving family and my supportive wife for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream aim and passion for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they have sacrifice their whole life fulfilling my wishes right from my birth. 
My wife who is also taking responsibilities has the dream to open a school in our area so 
without my support she won’t be able to do such a huge project by herself. My whole family 
along with my wife has always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there is no 
stones left unturned for my career. This is unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it 
but I can care them staying aside. With this motto on me, with completion of my degree and 
some international experience, I will return back to my country. 

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get a International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there. So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a 
student visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country. 

 Also, I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like:
- Maintaining 80% of attendance.
-Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.

- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term.
- Attending the enrolled university for at least 6 months.
- Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the university/ DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

  I assure the Australian Government that will stay within the condition of visa (sub-class 500) 
during my stay in Australia and preform no such activity that is against the visa (sub-class 
500) condition.

Sincerely, 
…………………………..
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

I am ………………, a permanent resident of  …………………………………
currently residing at………………………. Also the bearer of Passport numbered …………………….. I was born on 
……………………….. I live with my wife ……………..and parents ……………………..As a person I am someone who 
believes that without hard work and patience no goal can be achieved. 

About my academic qualification, I completed my school leaving certificate (SLC) from Vidhya 
Bikash English School, Gothatar in 2011 AD securing 82.13% under the Board of the Government 
of Nepal, Ministry of Education. And then I got admitted in Classic Academy Higher Secondary 
School as a student of  Business Management and finished my Higher Secondary Education 
which is also known as +2 in Nepal in 2013 AD with 55.50%. After that, I joined Pashupati Multiple 
Campus which is affiliated to Tribhuwan University (TU) and did my Bachelor in Humanities 
and Social Sciences in which I secured 52.50% in 2017 AD. However, to hold world reputed 
education I must select a bold path where I found foreign studies very essential. For this 
reason, I sat for standardized test IELTS and was able to score overall band score of 6.5 (no less 
than 6 in each band). I started searching the best education destination and finally ended up 
choosing Australia among many other countries like USA, UK and Canada. 

I wanted to immediately get enrolled in Master Program in Australia, but I came to know that 
we must have 4 years Bachelor Degree. As (TU) hadn’t launch this 4 years course during our 
time. It launched in the year 2016. My further studies in humanities and Social science is most 
essential for me to strengthen my career providing me with greater opportunities for future 
success. So being optimistic I am applying as an international student at Australian Health 
and Management Institute to study Graduate Diploma in Strategic Leadership and Advanced 
Diploma in Leadership Management. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING AUSTRALIA 

In my opinion Australia is the popular destination for the international students like me where I 
get to study the subject of my choice with the accredited degree. Australia offers a 
cosmopolitan culture with safe, friendly and supportive society creating ideal environment for 
international students. It is important for any international students to feel welcomed secured 
and appreciated in the new land with homely environment. On the other hand the cost of 
living in Australia is considerably low, especially compared to the living expenses and tuition 
fees of the USA, UK. Australia provides worlds favorable facilities and educators for local and 
international students with high quality education and innovative policy development it has 
some of the best colleges in the world. 

Other factors include: 

1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages 
innovative, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very successful 
in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 

7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for 
international students which governs fundamental rights of international students and 
enables our rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, 
mode of study and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is also an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education to 
international students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of 
Australia. 
10.  Social work is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third most 
language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for choosing Sydney  

When I picturesque Australia, the first thing that comes to my mind is Opera House, which lies 
in Sydney. Could be weather, opportunities or anything the international students along with 
me automatically is attracted to Sydney. I have chosen Sydney as my study  location because 
it is one of the world’s best cities for international students, beating 87 cities to the covered 
13th spot-QS best student cities 2017 revels (www.scotsenglish.edu.au) The hot summer and 
gentle mild winters is favorable. It is also the home to many top educational institutions and 
universities. Sydney is also an ideal city where every others culture and religion is respected. 
Sydney promotes healthy outdoor living throughout the year while they immerse themselves 
in the beautiful, clean and a safe harbor city. I find myself comfortable with accommodation 
and college fee in Sydney. Because of these reasons, it can be easy for international student 
like me to adjust over there where I will be warmly welcomed.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL

Nepal is developing country. Every aspects like political, economic and social aspects directly 
affect in education system. Social work is relatively new subject in the context of Nepal as it 
was introduced as a degree only after 2005. After that, few others colleges started offering 
social work education as a degree course. However, during the course of my study most of the 
examples we use were from outside Nepal especially from USA and Australia.

Furthermore, while studying the Bachelor’s degree we had to study a few lessons about 
Leadership Management, but there was very limited information. We all know that leadership 
is an integral factor for a successful career, especially for people working in Social Work who 
needs to lead and find new ways to deliver and help people in need. But, there are no any 
institute/university who offers quality Leadership Management course in Nepal.

Besides many parents and students here in Nepal choose to study Science and Mathematics 
because of which university boards like Tribhuwan Universities, Kathmandu Universities or 
Pokhara Universities are not giving enough priority to this course. The secondary reason for 
not choosing Nepal is due to lack of polished trainers and experienced scholars. Also, we lack 
practical studies rather than going theoretically as a result there is less recognition of these 
kind of subjects which play a vital role in developing oneself and community. The other reason 
is frequent strikes and demonstrations that make students to self-study without teacher’s 
guidance as a result academic performance is low, the syllabus and curriculums remains 
incomplete. Australian Universities are globally recognized and the students are competitive, 
creative and updated with modern techniques of learning which we lack here in Nepal. 
Henceforth, I want to pursue higher education in Australian University. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING THIS COURSE (GRADUATE DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN 
LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT) 
During my (+2) level I got opportunities to enroll myself in few workshops and trainings. At that 

time I realized how important was for me to step up and speak out to mold myself as a 
professional. I was influenced by great speakers with good leadership skills and qualities. 
During this period I got to know various great personalities who built their empire with their 
leadership skills. Hence, I wanted the same personality in me. I visited various colleges that 
could help me to enroll in this course but failed as these subject was very new to me and the 
colleges so I had to divert myself to university agents to inquire about the course. This time I 
was not disappointed because I got to know various universities with all the courses of my 
interest. Also with the help of internet I was able to research to its depth, I believe it is the 
foundation course which provides key insights, tips and skills to better manage, perform, 
motivate and ultimately become a successful leader. But first I want to learn why 
management matters, and how successful leaders build high performing teams. Ultimately, 
leaders develop others to make a significant contribution to their work.I need necessary 
qualities and qualifications to be a successful leader. This course is perfect for me to enhance 
my ability in Management and Leadership field. Furthermore, this will also help me to manage 
the responsibilities of people and coordinate the team in logistic way.

For me my country is my pride but can’t blame the country for not being able to provide good 
education system or not being able to have visionary leaders and politicians. I am not that 
eligible to go against the government and ask them to start solving my problems. This is a 
chain that could still go for ages. Public demands a developed society whereas student like 
me demand a good political state with good education system. I have been watching this 
threats from my childhood. So my only ambition is to become a voice of people. By enrolling 
myself as the student of Leadership Management I would be able to develop the skills and 
emotional intelligence to lead and manage workplace relationship, effective team and 
individuals, organizational change and gain a range of technical skills too. And this is the exact 
course that would lead me to my future destination. 

My Advanced Diploma of Leadership last for 80 weeks and the other course of Graduate 
Diploma in Strategic Leadership course last for fifty two weeks. In order to study the Graduate 
Diploma course I have enrolled in Advanced Diploma of Leadership so as to get the essence 
of this course in the beginning. 

Reason for choosing Australian Health and Management Institute (AHMI)  

Though I researched few universities like Western Sydney and University of Sydney, no matter 
the education provided by these universities are first class but I found AHMI best among all 
because we can get same quality education in low tuition fees, apart from that what attracts 
the international students is its location and duration of course. Advanced Diploma of 
Leadership Management costs AUD 14,000 which lasts for 80 weeks and Graduate Diploma of 
Strategic Leadership cost AUD 13,800 which lasts for 52 weeks which is comparatively lower to 
other colleges and universities. 
AHMI which is located in Parramatta City of Western Sydney provides international students to 
explore and experience multi-cultural lifestyle. AHMI is a college of every national and 
international student’s choice which provides a wide variety of courses according to student’s 
interest. AHMI is maintained with lecture rooms, facilities and equipment setup, checked and 
maintained regularly to assure effectiveness. The campus is located next to train station 
which makes transportation easier.

AHMI also provide a range of support services and facilities for all students like
* Art galleries
* Counselling
* Careers and work Placement
* Health services
* Student learning support and development
* Library and Computer   

Australian Health Management Institute (AHMI) aims at all times to a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training organization AHMI is bound to 
comply with the Vocation Quality Framework, the national Code of practice and other 
requirements specified by the Australian Skills Quality (ASQA). Furthermore, AHMI has 
affordable college fee which one of all the considerable factor coming for a developed 
country. In addition, its class time-table is flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. So, I 
choose AHMI as my education provider. 
Regarding finance and career plan:

My family and my wife has always been supportive to me. My finance will all be covered by my 
families here in Nepal during my stay in Australia. My families are financially very strong and 
hence sending me to Australia will not be a burden for them. I am married but my wife will not 
be accompanying me to Australia. She has always supported and believed in me since we 
started dating and now I believe it’s my privilege to refer to her as my wife. Her constant 
support and care has always been a source of motivation for me. She will stay back in Nepal 
and continue with her career and also look after the needs of my parents and her parents too.

After the completion of advanced diploma and Graduate Diploma in Leadership 
Management I will be eligible to have credit transfer to Master Degree in Leadership 
Management. At the same time I will be eligible to handle the managerial post and other 
organizational work. I would love to enroll myself in organization which works for people. When 
I will be back I will work for Non- Governmental Organization like Nepal Red Cross Society and 
Maiti Nepal. With this accredited degree I can also be a part of International Organizations like 
AIN, World Health Organizations (WHO), UNICEF, UN-Habitat and many more where my 
Australian Degree will get high preference. When I will be back to Nepal I will definitely reach 
my requirements, qualities and will be capable enough to enter into community work or social 
services. It will be easier to earn minimum Nrs. 90,000 to Nrs.1,00,000 per month and I believe 
this will help me to live a healthy and happy life in my home country along with my family. 

Listed below are the screen shots that shows vacant post in various non-governmental 
organizations. 
    
Moreover being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my loving family and my supportive wife for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream aim and passion for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they have sacrifice their whole life fulfilling my wishes right from my birth. 
My wife who is also taking responsibilities has the dream to open a school in our area so 
without my support she won’t be able to do such a huge project by herself. My whole family 
along with my wife has always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there is no 
stones left unturned for my career. This is unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it 
but I can care them staying aside. With this motto on me, with completion of my degree and 
some international experience, I will return back to my country. 

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get a International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there. So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a 
student visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country. 

 Also, I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like:
- Maintaining 80% of attendance.
-Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.

- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term.
- Attending the enrolled university for at least 6 months.
- Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the university/ DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

  I assure the Australian Government that will stay within the condition of visa (sub-class 500) 
during my stay in Australia and preform no such activity that is against the visa (sub-class 
500) condition.

Sincerely, 
…………………………..
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

I am ………………, a permanent resident of  …………………………………
currently residing at………………………. Also the bearer of Passport numbered …………………….. I was born on 
……………………….. I live with my wife ……………..and parents ……………………..As a person I am someone who 
believes that without hard work and patience no goal can be achieved. 

About my academic qualification, I completed my school leaving certificate (SLC) from Vidhya 
Bikash English School, Gothatar in 2011 AD securing 82.13% under the Board of the Government 
of Nepal, Ministry of Education. And then I got admitted in Classic Academy Higher Secondary 
School as a student of  Business Management and finished my Higher Secondary Education 
which is also known as +2 in Nepal in 2013 AD with 55.50%. After that, I joined Pashupati Multiple 
Campus which is affiliated to Tribhuwan University (TU) and did my Bachelor in Humanities 
and Social Sciences in which I secured 52.50% in 2017 AD. However, to hold world reputed 
education I must select a bold path where I found foreign studies very essential. For this 
reason, I sat for standardized test IELTS and was able to score overall band score of 6.5 (no less 
than 6 in each band). I started searching the best education destination and finally ended up 
choosing Australia among many other countries like USA, UK and Canada. 

I wanted to immediately get enrolled in Master Program in Australia, but I came to know that 
we must have 4 years Bachelor Degree. As (TU) hadn’t launch this 4 years course during our 
time. It launched in the year 2016. My further studies in humanities and Social science is most 
essential for me to strengthen my career providing me with greater opportunities for future 
success. So being optimistic I am applying as an international student at Australian Health 
and Management Institute to study Graduate Diploma in Strategic Leadership and Advanced 
Diploma in Leadership Management. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING AUSTRALIA 

In my opinion Australia is the popular destination for the international students like me where I 
get to study the subject of my choice with the accredited degree. Australia offers a 
cosmopolitan culture with safe, friendly and supportive society creating ideal environment for 
international students. It is important for any international students to feel welcomed secured 
and appreciated in the new land with homely environment. On the other hand the cost of 
living in Australia is considerably low, especially compared to the living expenses and tuition 
fees of the USA, UK. Australia provides worlds favorable facilities and educators for local and 
international students with high quality education and innovative policy development it has 
some of the best colleges in the world. 

Other factors include: 

1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages 
innovative, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very successful 
in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 

7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for 
international students which governs fundamental rights of international students and 
enables our rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, 
mode of study and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is also an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education to 
international students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of 
Australia. 
10.  Social work is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third most 
language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for choosing Sydney  

When I picturesque Australia, the first thing that comes to my mind is Opera House, which lies 
in Sydney. Could be weather, opportunities or anything the international students along with 
me automatically is attracted to Sydney. I have chosen Sydney as my study  location because 
it is one of the world’s best cities for international students, beating 87 cities to the covered 
13th spot-QS best student cities 2017 revels (www.scotsenglish.edu.au) The hot summer and 
gentle mild winters is favorable. It is also the home to many top educational institutions and 
universities. Sydney is also an ideal city where every others culture and religion is respected. 
Sydney promotes healthy outdoor living throughout the year while they immerse themselves 
in the beautiful, clean and a safe harbor city. I find myself comfortable with accommodation 
and college fee in Sydney. Because of these reasons, it can be easy for international student 
like me to adjust over there where I will be warmly welcomed.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL

Nepal is developing country. Every aspects like political, economic and social aspects directly 
affect in education system. Social work is relatively new subject in the context of Nepal as it 
was introduced as a degree only after 2005. After that, few others colleges started offering 
social work education as a degree course. However, during the course of my study most of the 
examples we use were from outside Nepal especially from USA and Australia.

Furthermore, while studying the Bachelor’s degree we had to study a few lessons about 
Leadership Management, but there was very limited information. We all know that leadership 
is an integral factor for a successful career, especially for people working in Social Work who 
needs to lead and find new ways to deliver and help people in need. But, there are no any 
institute/university who offers quality Leadership Management course in Nepal.

Besides many parents and students here in Nepal choose to study Science and Mathematics 
because of which university boards like Tribhuwan Universities, Kathmandu Universities or 
Pokhara Universities are not giving enough priority to this course. The secondary reason for 
not choosing Nepal is due to lack of polished trainers and experienced scholars. Also, we lack 
practical studies rather than going theoretically as a result there is less recognition of these 
kind of subjects which play a vital role in developing oneself and community. The other reason 
is frequent strikes and demonstrations that make students to self-study without teacher’s 
guidance as a result academic performance is low, the syllabus and curriculums remains 
incomplete. Australian Universities are globally recognized and the students are competitive, 
creative and updated with modern techniques of learning which we lack here in Nepal. 
Henceforth, I want to pursue higher education in Australian University. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING THIS COURSE (GRADUATE DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN 
LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT) 
During my (+2) level I got opportunities to enroll myself in few workshops and trainings. At that 

time I realized how important was for me to step up and speak out to mold myself as a 
professional. I was influenced by great speakers with good leadership skills and qualities. 
During this period I got to know various great personalities who built their empire with their 
leadership skills. Hence, I wanted the same personality in me. I visited various colleges that 
could help me to enroll in this course but failed as these subject was very new to me and the 
colleges so I had to divert myself to university agents to inquire about the course. This time I 
was not disappointed because I got to know various universities with all the courses of my 
interest. Also with the help of internet I was able to research to its depth, I believe it is the 
foundation course which provides key insights, tips and skills to better manage, perform, 
motivate and ultimately become a successful leader. But first I want to learn why 
management matters, and how successful leaders build high performing teams. Ultimately, 
leaders develop others to make a significant contribution to their work.I need necessary 
qualities and qualifications to be a successful leader. This course is perfect for me to enhance 
my ability in Management and Leadership field. Furthermore, this will also help me to manage 
the responsibilities of people and coordinate the team in logistic way.

For me my country is my pride but can’t blame the country for not being able to provide good 
education system or not being able to have visionary leaders and politicians. I am not that 
eligible to go against the government and ask them to start solving my problems. This is a 
chain that could still go for ages. Public demands a developed society whereas student like 
me demand a good political state with good education system. I have been watching this 
threats from my childhood. So my only ambition is to become a voice of people. By enrolling 
myself as the student of Leadership Management I would be able to develop the skills and 
emotional intelligence to lead and manage workplace relationship, effective team and 
individuals, organizational change and gain a range of technical skills too. And this is the exact 
course that would lead me to my future destination. 

My Advanced Diploma of Leadership last for 80 weeks and the other course of Graduate 
Diploma in Strategic Leadership course last for fifty two weeks. In order to study the Graduate 
Diploma course I have enrolled in Advanced Diploma of Leadership so as to get the essence 
of this course in the beginning. 

Reason for choosing Australian Health and Management Institute (AHMI)  

Though I researched few universities like Western Sydney and University of Sydney, no matter 
the education provided by these universities are first class but I found AHMI best among all 
because we can get same quality education in low tuition fees, apart from that what attracts 
the international students is its location and duration of course. Advanced Diploma of 
Leadership Management costs AUD 14,000 which lasts for 80 weeks and Graduate Diploma of 
Strategic Leadership cost AUD 13,800 which lasts for 52 weeks which is comparatively lower to 
other colleges and universities. 
AHMI which is located in Parramatta City of Western Sydney provides international students to 
explore and experience multi-cultural lifestyle. AHMI is a college of every national and 
international student’s choice which provides a wide variety of courses according to student’s 
interest. AHMI is maintained with lecture rooms, facilities and equipment setup, checked and 
maintained regularly to assure effectiveness. The campus is located next to train station 
which makes transportation easier.

AHMI also provide a range of support services and facilities for all students like
* Art galleries
* Counselling
* Careers and work Placement
* Health services
* Student learning support and development
* Library and Computer   

Australian Health Management Institute (AHMI) aims at all times to a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training organization AHMI is bound to 
comply with the Vocation Quality Framework, the national Code of practice and other 
requirements specified by the Australian Skills Quality (ASQA). Furthermore, AHMI has 
affordable college fee which one of all the considerable factor coming for a developed 
country. In addition, its class time-table is flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. So, I 
choose AHMI as my education provider. 
Regarding finance and career plan:

My family and my wife has always been supportive to me. My finance will all be covered by my 
families here in Nepal during my stay in Australia. My families are financially very strong and 
hence sending me to Australia will not be a burden for them. I am married but my wife will not 
be accompanying me to Australia. She has always supported and believed in me since we 
started dating and now I believe it’s my privilege to refer to her as my wife. Her constant 
support and care has always been a source of motivation for me. She will stay back in Nepal 
and continue with her career and also look after the needs of my parents and her parents too.

After the completion of advanced diploma and Graduate Diploma in Leadership 
Management I will be eligible to have credit transfer to Master Degree in Leadership 
Management. At the same time I will be eligible to handle the managerial post and other 
organizational work. I would love to enroll myself in organization which works for people. When 
I will be back I will work for Non- Governmental Organization like Nepal Red Cross Society and 
Maiti Nepal. With this accredited degree I can also be a part of International Organizations like 
AIN, World Health Organizations (WHO), UNICEF, UN-Habitat and many more where my 
Australian Degree will get high preference. When I will be back to Nepal I will definitely reach 
my requirements, qualities and will be capable enough to enter into community work or social 
services. It will be easier to earn minimum Nrs. 90,000 to Nrs.1,00,000 per month and I believe 
this will help me to live a healthy and happy life in my home country along with my family. 

Listed below are the screen shots that shows vacant post in various non-governmental 
organizations. 
    
Moreover being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my loving family and my supportive wife for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream aim and passion for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they have sacrifice their whole life fulfilling my wishes right from my birth. 
My wife who is also taking responsibilities has the dream to open a school in our area so 
without my support she won’t be able to do such a huge project by herself. My whole family 
along with my wife has always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there is no 
stones left unturned for my career. This is unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it 
but I can care them staying aside. With this motto on me, with completion of my degree and 
some international experience, I will return back to my country. 

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get a International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there. So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a 
student visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country. 

 Also, I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like:
- Maintaining 80% of attendance.
-Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.

- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term.
- Attending the enrolled university for at least 6 months.
- Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the university/ DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

  I assure the Australian Government that will stay within the condition of visa (sub-class 500) 
during my stay in Australia and preform no such activity that is against the visa (sub-class 
500) condition.

Sincerely, 
…………………………..
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

I am ………………, a permanent resident of  …………………………………
currently residing at………………………. Also the bearer of Passport numbered …………………….. I was born on 
……………………….. I live with my wife ……………..and parents ……………………..As a person I am someone who 
believes that without hard work and patience no goal can be achieved. 

About my academic qualification, I completed my school leaving certificate (SLC) from Vidhya 
Bikash English School, Gothatar in 2011 AD securing 82.13% under the Board of the Government 
of Nepal, Ministry of Education. And then I got admitted in Classic Academy Higher Secondary 
School as a student of  Business Management and finished my Higher Secondary Education 
which is also known as +2 in Nepal in 2013 AD with 55.50%. After that, I joined Pashupati Multiple 
Campus which is affiliated to Tribhuwan University (TU) and did my Bachelor in Humanities 
and Social Sciences in which I secured 52.50% in 2017 AD. However, to hold world reputed 
education I must select a bold path where I found foreign studies very essential. For this 
reason, I sat for standardized test IELTS and was able to score overall band score of 6.5 (no less 
than 6 in each band). I started searching the best education destination and finally ended up 
choosing Australia among many other countries like USA, UK and Canada. 

I wanted to immediately get enrolled in Master Program in Australia, but I came to know that 
we must have 4 years Bachelor Degree. As (TU) hadn’t launch this 4 years course during our 
time. It launched in the year 2016. My further studies in humanities and Social science is most 
essential for me to strengthen my career providing me with greater opportunities for future 
success. So being optimistic I am applying as an international student at Australian Health 
and Management Institute to study Graduate Diploma in Strategic Leadership and Advanced 
Diploma in Leadership Management. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING AUSTRALIA 

In my opinion Australia is the popular destination for the international students like me where I 
get to study the subject of my choice with the accredited degree. Australia offers a 
cosmopolitan culture with safe, friendly and supportive society creating ideal environment for 
international students. It is important for any international students to feel welcomed secured 
and appreciated in the new land with homely environment. On the other hand the cost of 
living in Australia is considerably low, especially compared to the living expenses and tuition 
fees of the USA, UK. Australia provides worlds favorable facilities and educators for local and 
international students with high quality education and innovative policy development it has 
some of the best colleges in the world. 

Other factors include: 

1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages 
innovative, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very successful 
in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 

7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for 
international students which governs fundamental rights of international students and 
enables our rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, 
mode of study and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is also an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education to 
international students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of 
Australia. 
10.  Social work is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third most 
language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for choosing Sydney  

When I picturesque Australia, the first thing that comes to my mind is Opera House, which lies 
in Sydney. Could be weather, opportunities or anything the international students along with 
me automatically is attracted to Sydney. I have chosen Sydney as my study  location because 
it is one of the world’s best cities for international students, beating 87 cities to the covered 
13th spot-QS best student cities 2017 revels (www.scotsenglish.edu.au) The hot summer and 
gentle mild winters is favorable. It is also the home to many top educational institutions and 
universities. Sydney is also an ideal city where every others culture and religion is respected. 
Sydney promotes healthy outdoor living throughout the year while they immerse themselves 
in the beautiful, clean and a safe harbor city. I find myself comfortable with accommodation 
and college fee in Sydney. Because of these reasons, it can be easy for international student 
like me to adjust over there where I will be warmly welcomed.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL

Nepal is developing country. Every aspects like political, economic and social aspects directly 
affect in education system. Social work is relatively new subject in the context of Nepal as it 
was introduced as a degree only after 2005. After that, few others colleges started offering 
social work education as a degree course. However, during the course of my study most of the 
examples we use were from outside Nepal especially from USA and Australia.

Furthermore, while studying the Bachelor’s degree we had to study a few lessons about 
Leadership Management, but there was very limited information. We all know that leadership 
is an integral factor for a successful career, especially for people working in Social Work who 
needs to lead and find new ways to deliver and help people in need. But, there are no any 
institute/university who offers quality Leadership Management course in Nepal.

Besides many parents and students here in Nepal choose to study Science and Mathematics 
because of which university boards like Tribhuwan Universities, Kathmandu Universities or 
Pokhara Universities are not giving enough priority to this course. The secondary reason for 
not choosing Nepal is due to lack of polished trainers and experienced scholars. Also, we lack 
practical studies rather than going theoretically as a result there is less recognition of these 
kind of subjects which play a vital role in developing oneself and community. The other reason 
is frequent strikes and demonstrations that make students to self-study without teacher’s 
guidance as a result academic performance is low, the syllabus and curriculums remains 
incomplete. Australian Universities are globally recognized and the students are competitive, 
creative and updated with modern techniques of learning which we lack here in Nepal. 
Henceforth, I want to pursue higher education in Australian University. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING THIS COURSE (GRADUATE DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN 
LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT) 
During my (+2) level I got opportunities to enroll myself in few workshops and trainings. At that 

time I realized how important was for me to step up and speak out to mold myself as a 
professional. I was influenced by great speakers with good leadership skills and qualities. 
During this period I got to know various great personalities who built their empire with their 
leadership skills. Hence, I wanted the same personality in me. I visited various colleges that 
could help me to enroll in this course but failed as these subject was very new to me and the 
colleges so I had to divert myself to university agents to inquire about the course. This time I 
was not disappointed because I got to know various universities with all the courses of my 
interest. Also with the help of internet I was able to research to its depth, I believe it is the 
foundation course which provides key insights, tips and skills to better manage, perform, 
motivate and ultimately become a successful leader. But first I want to learn why 
management matters, and how successful leaders build high performing teams. Ultimately, 
leaders develop others to make a significant contribution to their work.I need necessary 
qualities and qualifications to be a successful leader. This course is perfect for me to enhance 
my ability in Management and Leadership field. Furthermore, this will also help me to manage 
the responsibilities of people and coordinate the team in logistic way.

For me my country is my pride but can’t blame the country for not being able to provide good 
education system or not being able to have visionary leaders and politicians. I am not that 
eligible to go against the government and ask them to start solving my problems. This is a 
chain that could still go for ages. Public demands a developed society whereas student like 
me demand a good political state with good education system. I have been watching this 
threats from my childhood. So my only ambition is to become a voice of people. By enrolling 
myself as the student of Leadership Management I would be able to develop the skills and 
emotional intelligence to lead and manage workplace relationship, effective team and 
individuals, organizational change and gain a range of technical skills too. And this is the exact 
course that would lead me to my future destination. 

My Advanced Diploma of Leadership last for 80 weeks and the other course of Graduate 
Diploma in Strategic Leadership course last for fifty two weeks. In order to study the Graduate 
Diploma course I have enrolled in Advanced Diploma of Leadership so as to get the essence 
of this course in the beginning. 

Reason for choosing Australian Health and Management Institute (AHMI)  

Though I researched few universities like Western Sydney and University of Sydney, no matter 
the education provided by these universities are first class but I found AHMI best among all 
because we can get same quality education in low tuition fees, apart from that what attracts 
the international students is its location and duration of course. Advanced Diploma of 
Leadership Management costs AUD 14,000 which lasts for 80 weeks and Graduate Diploma of 
Strategic Leadership cost AUD 13,800 which lasts for 52 weeks which is comparatively lower to 
other colleges and universities. 
AHMI which is located in Parramatta City of Western Sydney provides international students to 
explore and experience multi-cultural lifestyle. AHMI is a college of every national and 
international student’s choice which provides a wide variety of courses according to student’s 
interest. AHMI is maintained with lecture rooms, facilities and equipment setup, checked and 
maintained regularly to assure effectiveness. The campus is located next to train station 
which makes transportation easier.

AHMI also provide a range of support services and facilities for all students like
* Art galleries
* Counselling
* Careers and work Placement
* Health services
* Student learning support and development
* Library and Computer   

Australian Health Management Institute (AHMI) aims at all times to a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training organization AHMI is bound to 
comply with the Vocation Quality Framework, the national Code of practice and other 
requirements specified by the Australian Skills Quality (ASQA). Furthermore, AHMI has 
affordable college fee which one of all the considerable factor coming for a developed 
country. In addition, its class time-table is flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. So, I 
choose AHMI as my education provider. 
Regarding finance and career plan:

My family and my wife has always been supportive to me. My finance will all be covered by my 
families here in Nepal during my stay in Australia. My families are financially very strong and 
hence sending me to Australia will not be a burden for them. I am married but my wife will not 
be accompanying me to Australia. She has always supported and believed in me since we 
started dating and now I believe it’s my privilege to refer to her as my wife. Her constant 
support and care has always been a source of motivation for me. She will stay back in Nepal 
and continue with her career and also look after the needs of my parents and her parents too.

After the completion of advanced diploma and Graduate Diploma in Leadership 
Management I will be eligible to have credit transfer to Master Degree in Leadership 
Management. At the same time I will be eligible to handle the managerial post and other 
organizational work. I would love to enroll myself in organization which works for people. When 
I will be back I will work for Non- Governmental Organization like Nepal Red Cross Society and 
Maiti Nepal. With this accredited degree I can also be a part of International Organizations like 
AIN, World Health Organizations (WHO), UNICEF, UN-Habitat and many more where my 
Australian Degree will get high preference. When I will be back to Nepal I will definitely reach 
my requirements, qualities and will be capable enough to enter into community work or social 
services. It will be easier to earn minimum Nrs. 90,000 to Nrs.1,00,000 per month and I believe 
this will help me to live a healthy and happy life in my home country along with my family. 

Listed below are the screen shots that shows vacant post in various non-governmental 
organizations. 
    
Moreover being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my loving family and my supportive wife for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream aim and passion for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they have sacrifice their whole life fulfilling my wishes right from my birth. 
My wife who is also taking responsibilities has the dream to open a school in our area so 
without my support she won’t be able to do such a huge project by herself. My whole family 
along with my wife has always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there is no 
stones left unturned for my career. This is unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it 
but I can care them staying aside. With this motto on me, with completion of my degree and 
some international experience, I will return back to my country. 

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get a International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there. So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a 
student visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country. 

 Also, I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like:
- Maintaining 80% of attendance.
-Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.

- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term.
- Attending the enrolled university for at least 6 months.
- Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the university/ DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

  I assure the Australian Government that will stay within the condition of visa (sub-class 500) 
during my stay in Australia and preform no such activity that is against the visa (sub-class 
500) condition.

Sincerely, 
…………………………..
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

I am ………………, a permanent resident of  …………………………………
currently residing at………………………. Also the bearer of Passport numbered …………………….. I was born on 
……………………….. I live with my wife ……………..and parents ……………………..As a person I am someone who 
believes that without hard work and patience no goal can be achieved. 

About my academic qualification, I completed my school leaving certificate (SLC) from Vidhya 
Bikash English School, Gothatar in 2011 AD securing 82.13% under the Board of the Government 
of Nepal, Ministry of Education. And then I got admitted in Classic Academy Higher Secondary 
School as a student of  Business Management and finished my Higher Secondary Education 
which is also known as +2 in Nepal in 2013 AD with 55.50%. After that, I joined Pashupati Multiple 
Campus which is affiliated to Tribhuwan University (TU) and did my Bachelor in Humanities 
and Social Sciences in which I secured 52.50% in 2017 AD. However, to hold world reputed 
education I must select a bold path where I found foreign studies very essential. For this 
reason, I sat for standardized test IELTS and was able to score overall band score of 6.5 (no less 
than 6 in each band). I started searching the best education destination and finally ended up 
choosing Australia among many other countries like USA, UK and Canada. 

I wanted to immediately get enrolled in Master Program in Australia, but I came to know that 
we must have 4 years Bachelor Degree. As (TU) hadn’t launch this 4 years course during our 
time. It launched in the year 2016. My further studies in humanities and Social science is most 
essential for me to strengthen my career providing me with greater opportunities for future 
success. So being optimistic I am applying as an international student at Australian Health 
and Management Institute to study Graduate Diploma in Strategic Leadership and Advanced 
Diploma in Leadership Management. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING AUSTRALIA 

In my opinion Australia is the popular destination for the international students like me where I 
get to study the subject of my choice with the accredited degree. Australia offers a 
cosmopolitan culture with safe, friendly and supportive society creating ideal environment for 
international students. It is important for any international students to feel welcomed secured 
and appreciated in the new land with homely environment. On the other hand the cost of 
living in Australia is considerably low, especially compared to the living expenses and tuition 
fees of the USA, UK. Australia provides worlds favorable facilities and educators for local and 
international students with high quality education and innovative policy development it has 
some of the best colleges in the world. 

Other factors include: 

1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages 
innovative, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very successful 
in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 

7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for 
international students which governs fundamental rights of international students and 
enables our rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, 
mode of study and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is also an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education to 
international students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of 
Australia. 
10.  Social work is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third most 
language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for choosing Sydney  

When I picturesque Australia, the first thing that comes to my mind is Opera House, which lies 
in Sydney. Could be weather, opportunities or anything the international students along with 
me automatically is attracted to Sydney. I have chosen Sydney as my study  location because 
it is one of the world’s best cities for international students, beating 87 cities to the covered 
13th spot-QS best student cities 2017 revels (www.scotsenglish.edu.au) The hot summer and 
gentle mild winters is favorable. It is also the home to many top educational institutions and 
universities. Sydney is also an ideal city where every others culture and religion is respected. 
Sydney promotes healthy outdoor living throughout the year while they immerse themselves 
in the beautiful, clean and a safe harbor city. I find myself comfortable with accommodation 
and college fee in Sydney. Because of these reasons, it can be easy for international student 
like me to adjust over there where I will be warmly welcomed.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL

Nepal is developing country. Every aspects like political, economic and social aspects directly 
affect in education system. Social work is relatively new subject in the context of Nepal as it 
was introduced as a degree only after 2005. After that, few others colleges started offering 
social work education as a degree course. However, during the course of my study most of the 
examples we use were from outside Nepal especially from USA and Australia.

Furthermore, while studying the Bachelor’s degree we had to study a few lessons about 
Leadership Management, but there was very limited information. We all know that leadership 
is an integral factor for a successful career, especially for people working in Social Work who 
needs to lead and find new ways to deliver and help people in need. But, there are no any 
institute/university who offers quality Leadership Management course in Nepal.

Besides many parents and students here in Nepal choose to study Science and Mathematics 
because of which university boards like Tribhuwan Universities, Kathmandu Universities or 
Pokhara Universities are not giving enough priority to this course. The secondary reason for 
not choosing Nepal is due to lack of polished trainers and experienced scholars. Also, we lack 
practical studies rather than going theoretically as a result there is less recognition of these 
kind of subjects which play a vital role in developing oneself and community. The other reason 
is frequent strikes and demonstrations that make students to self-study without teacher’s 
guidance as a result academic performance is low, the syllabus and curriculums remains 
incomplete. Australian Universities are globally recognized and the students are competitive, 
creative and updated with modern techniques of learning which we lack here in Nepal. 
Henceforth, I want to pursue higher education in Australian University. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING THIS COURSE (GRADUATE DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN 
LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT) 
During my (+2) level I got opportunities to enroll myself in few workshops and trainings. At that 

time I realized how important was for me to step up and speak out to mold myself as a 
professional. I was influenced by great speakers with good leadership skills and qualities. 
During this period I got to know various great personalities who built their empire with their 
leadership skills. Hence, I wanted the same personality in me. I visited various colleges that 
could help me to enroll in this course but failed as these subject was very new to me and the 
colleges so I had to divert myself to university agents to inquire about the course. This time I 
was not disappointed because I got to know various universities with all the courses of my 
interest. Also with the help of internet I was able to research to its depth, I believe it is the 
foundation course which provides key insights, tips and skills to better manage, perform, 
motivate and ultimately become a successful leader. But first I want to learn why 
management matters, and how successful leaders build high performing teams. Ultimately, 
leaders develop others to make a significant contribution to their work.I need necessary 
qualities and qualifications to be a successful leader. This course is perfect for me to enhance 
my ability in Management and Leadership field. Furthermore, this will also help me to manage 
the responsibilities of people and coordinate the team in logistic way.

For me my country is my pride but can’t blame the country for not being able to provide good 
education system or not being able to have visionary leaders and politicians. I am not that 
eligible to go against the government and ask them to start solving my problems. This is a 
chain that could still go for ages. Public demands a developed society whereas student like 
me demand a good political state with good education system. I have been watching this 
threats from my childhood. So my only ambition is to become a voice of people. By enrolling 
myself as the student of Leadership Management I would be able to develop the skills and 
emotional intelligence to lead and manage workplace relationship, effective team and 
individuals, organizational change and gain a range of technical skills too. And this is the exact 
course that would lead me to my future destination. 

My Advanced Diploma of Leadership last for 80 weeks and the other course of Graduate 
Diploma in Strategic Leadership course last for fifty two weeks. In order to study the Graduate 
Diploma course I have enrolled in Advanced Diploma of Leadership so as to get the essence 
of this course in the beginning. 

Reason for choosing Australian Health and Management Institute (AHMI)  

Though I researched few universities like Western Sydney and University of Sydney, no matter 
the education provided by these universities are first class but I found AHMI best among all 
because we can get same quality education in low tuition fees, apart from that what attracts 
the international students is its location and duration of course. Advanced Diploma of 
Leadership Management costs AUD 14,000 which lasts for 80 weeks and Graduate Diploma of 
Strategic Leadership cost AUD 13,800 which lasts for 52 weeks which is comparatively lower to 
other colleges and universities. 
AHMI which is located in Parramatta City of Western Sydney provides international students to 
explore and experience multi-cultural lifestyle. AHMI is a college of every national and 
international student’s choice which provides a wide variety of courses according to student’s 
interest. AHMI is maintained with lecture rooms, facilities and equipment setup, checked and 
maintained regularly to assure effectiveness. The campus is located next to train station 
which makes transportation easier.

AHMI also provide a range of support services and facilities for all students like
* Art galleries
* Counselling
* Careers and work Placement
* Health services
* Student learning support and development
* Library and Computer   

Australian Health Management Institute (AHMI) aims at all times to a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training organization AHMI is bound to 
comply with the Vocation Quality Framework, the national Code of practice and other 
requirements specified by the Australian Skills Quality (ASQA). Furthermore, AHMI has 
affordable college fee which one of all the considerable factor coming for a developed 
country. In addition, its class time-table is flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. So, I 
choose AHMI as my education provider. 
Regarding finance and career plan:

My family and my wife has always been supportive to me. My finance will all be covered by my 
families here in Nepal during my stay in Australia. My families are financially very strong and 
hence sending me to Australia will not be a burden for them. I am married but my wife will not 
be accompanying me to Australia. She has always supported and believed in me since we 
started dating and now I believe it’s my privilege to refer to her as my wife. Her constant 
support and care has always been a source of motivation for me. She will stay back in Nepal 
and continue with her career and also look after the needs of my parents and her parents too.

After the completion of advanced diploma and Graduate Diploma in Leadership 
Management I will be eligible to have credit transfer to Master Degree in Leadership 
Management. At the same time I will be eligible to handle the managerial post and other 
organizational work. I would love to enroll myself in organization which works for people. When 
I will be back I will work for Non- Governmental Organization like Nepal Red Cross Society and 
Maiti Nepal. With this accredited degree I can also be a part of International Organizations like 
AIN, World Health Organizations (WHO), UNICEF, UN-Habitat and many more where my 
Australian Degree will get high preference. When I will be back to Nepal I will definitely reach 
my requirements, qualities and will be capable enough to enter into community work or social 
services. It will be easier to earn minimum Nrs. 90,000 to Nrs.1,00,000 per month and I believe 
this will help me to live a healthy and happy life in my home country along with my family. 

Listed below are the screen shots that shows vacant post in various non-governmental 
organizations. 
    
Moreover being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my loving family and my supportive wife for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream aim and passion for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they have sacrifice their whole life fulfilling my wishes right from my birth. 
My wife who is also taking responsibilities has the dream to open a school in our area so 
without my support she won’t be able to do such a huge project by herself. My whole family 
along with my wife has always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there is no 
stones left unturned for my career. This is unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it 
but I can care them staying aside. With this motto on me, with completion of my degree and 
some international experience, I will return back to my country. 

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get a International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there. So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a 
student visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country. 

 Also, I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like:
- Maintaining 80% of attendance.
-Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.

- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term.
- Attending the enrolled university for at least 6 months.
- Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the university/ DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

  I assure the Australian Government that will stay within the condition of visa (sub-class 500) 
during my stay in Australia and preform no such activity that is against the visa (sub-class 
500) condition.

Sincerely, 
…………………………..
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

I am ………………, a permanent resident of  …………………………………
currently residing at………………………. Also the bearer of Passport numbered …………………….. I was born on 
……………………….. I live with my wife ……………..and parents ……………………..As a person I am someone who 
believes that without hard work and patience no goal can be achieved. 

About my academic qualification, I completed my school leaving certificate (SLC) from Vidhya 
Bikash English School, Gothatar in 2011 AD securing 82.13% under the Board of the Government 
of Nepal, Ministry of Education. And then I got admitted in Classic Academy Higher Secondary 
School as a student of  Business Management and finished my Higher Secondary Education 
which is also known as +2 in Nepal in 2013 AD with 55.50%. After that, I joined Pashupati Multiple 
Campus which is affiliated to Tribhuwan University (TU) and did my Bachelor in Humanities 
and Social Sciences in which I secured 52.50% in 2017 AD. However, to hold world reputed 
education I must select a bold path where I found foreign studies very essential. For this 
reason, I sat for standardized test IELTS and was able to score overall band score of 6.5 (no less 
than 6 in each band). I started searching the best education destination and finally ended up 
choosing Australia among many other countries like USA, UK and Canada. 

I wanted to immediately get enrolled in Master Program in Australia, but I came to know that 
we must have 4 years Bachelor Degree. As (TU) hadn’t launch this 4 years course during our 
time. It launched in the year 2016. My further studies in humanities and Social science is most 
essential for me to strengthen my career providing me with greater opportunities for future 
success. So being optimistic I am applying as an international student at Australian Health 
and Management Institute to study Graduate Diploma in Strategic Leadership and Advanced 
Diploma in Leadership Management. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING AUSTRALIA 

In my opinion Australia is the popular destination for the international students like me where I 
get to study the subject of my choice with the accredited degree. Australia offers a 
cosmopolitan culture with safe, friendly and supportive society creating ideal environment for 
international students. It is important for any international students to feel welcomed secured 
and appreciated in the new land with homely environment. On the other hand the cost of 
living in Australia is considerably low, especially compared to the living expenses and tuition 
fees of the USA, UK. Australia provides worlds favorable facilities and educators for local and 
international students with high quality education and innovative policy development it has 
some of the best colleges in the world. 

Other factors include: 

1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excellence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages 
innovative, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very successful 
in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 

7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for 
international students which governs fundamental rights of international students and 
enables our rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, 
mode of study and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is also an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education to 
international students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of 
Australia. 
10.  Social work is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third most 
language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for choosing Sydney  

When I picturesque Australia, the first thing that comes to my mind is Opera House, which lies 
in Sydney. Could be weather, opportunities or anything the international students along with 
me automatically is attracted to Sydney. I have chosen Sydney as my study  location because 
it is one of the world’s best cities for international students, beating 87 cities to the covered 
13th spot-QS best student cities 2017 revels (www.scotsenglish.edu.au) The hot summer and 
gentle mild winters is favorable. It is also the home to many top educational institutions and 
universities. Sydney is also an ideal city where every others culture and religion is respected. 
Sydney promotes healthy outdoor living throughout the year while they immerse themselves 
in the beautiful, clean and a safe harbor city. I find myself comfortable with accommodation 
and college fee in Sydney. Because of these reasons, it can be easy for international student 
like me to adjust over there where I will be warmly welcomed.

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL

Nepal is developing country. Every aspects like political, economic and social aspects directly 
affect in education system. Social work is relatively new subject in the context of Nepal as it 
was introduced as a degree only after 2005. After that, few others colleges started offering 
social work education as a degree course. However, during the course of my study most of the 
examples we use were from outside Nepal especially from USA and Australia.

Furthermore, while studying the Bachelor’s degree we had to study a few lessons about 
Leadership Management, but there was very limited information. We all know that leadership 
is an integral factor for a successful career, especially for people working in Social Work who 
needs to lead and find new ways to deliver and help people in need. But, there are no any 
institute/university who offers quality Leadership Management course in Nepal.

Besides many parents and students here in Nepal choose to study Science and Mathematics 
because of which university boards like Tribhuwan Universities, Kathmandu Universities or 
Pokhara Universities are not giving enough priority to this course. The secondary reason for 
not choosing Nepal is due to lack of polished trainers and experienced scholars. Also, we lack 
practical studies rather than going theoretically as a result there is less recognition of these 
kind of subjects which play a vital role in developing oneself and community. The other reason 
is frequent strikes and demonstrations that make students to self-study without teacher’s 
guidance as a result academic performance is low, the syllabus and curriculums remains 
incomplete. Australian Universities are globally recognized and the students are competitive, 
creative and updated with modern techniques of learning which we lack here in Nepal. 
Henceforth, I want to pursue higher education in Australian University. 

REASON FOR CHOOSING THIS COURSE (GRADUATE DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN 
LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT) 
During my (+2) level I got opportunities to enroll myself in few workshops and trainings. At that 

time I realized how important was for me to step up and speak out to mold myself as a 
professional. I was influenced by great speakers with good leadership skills and qualities. 
During this period I got to know various great personalities who built their empire with their 
leadership skills. Hence, I wanted the same personality in me. I visited various colleges that 
could help me to enroll in this course but failed as these subject was very new to me and the 
colleges so I had to divert myself to university agents to inquire about the course. This time I 
was not disappointed because I got to know various universities with all the courses of my 
interest. Also with the help of internet I was able to research to its depth, I believe it is the 
foundation course which provides key insights, tips and skills to better manage, perform, 
motivate and ultimately become a successful leader. But first I want to learn why 
management matters, and how successful leaders build high performing teams. Ultimately, 
leaders develop others to make a significant contribution to their work.I need necessary 
qualities and qualifications to be a successful leader. This course is perfect for me to enhance 
my ability in Management and Leadership field. Furthermore, this will also help me to manage 
the responsibilities of people and coordinate the team in logistic way.

For me my country is my pride but can’t blame the country for not being able to provide good 
education system or not being able to have visionary leaders and politicians. I am not that 
eligible to go against the government and ask them to start solving my problems. This is a 
chain that could still go for ages. Public demands a developed society whereas student like 
me demand a good political state with good education system. I have been watching this 
threats from my childhood. So my only ambition is to become a voice of people. By enrolling 
myself as the student of Leadership Management I would be able to develop the skills and 
emotional intelligence to lead and manage workplace relationship, effective team and 
individuals, organizational change and gain a range of technical skills too. And this is the exact 
course that would lead me to my future destination. 

My Advanced Diploma of Leadership last for 80 weeks and the other course of Graduate 
Diploma in Strategic Leadership course last for fifty two weeks. In order to study the Graduate 
Diploma course I have enrolled in Advanced Diploma of Leadership so as to get the essence 
of this course in the beginning. 

Reason for choosing Australian Health and Management Institute (AHMI)  

Though I researched few universities like Western Sydney and University of Sydney, no matter 
the education provided by these universities are first class but I found AHMI best among all 
because we can get same quality education in low tuition fees, apart from that what attracts 
the international students is its location and duration of course. Advanced Diploma of 
Leadership Management costs AUD 14,000 which lasts for 80 weeks and Graduate Diploma of 
Strategic Leadership cost AUD 13,800 which lasts for 52 weeks which is comparatively lower to 
other colleges and universities. 
AHMI which is located in Parramatta City of Western Sydney provides international students to 
explore and experience multi-cultural lifestyle. AHMI is a college of every national and 
international student’s choice which provides a wide variety of courses according to student’s 
interest. AHMI is maintained with lecture rooms, facilities and equipment setup, checked and 
maintained regularly to assure effectiveness. The campus is located next to train station 
which makes transportation easier.

AHMI also provide a range of support services and facilities for all students like
* Art galleries
* Counselling
* Careers and work Placement
* Health services
* Student learning support and development
* Library and Computer   

Australian Health Management Institute (AHMI) aims at all times to a positive and rewarding 
learning experience for all students. As a registered training organization AHMI is bound to 
comply with the Vocation Quality Framework, the national Code of practice and other 
requirements specified by the Australian Skills Quality (ASQA). Furthermore, AHMI has 
affordable college fee which one of all the considerable factor coming for a developed 
country. In addition, its class time-table is flexible for me to adjust to a new schedule. So, I 
choose AHMI as my education provider. 
Regarding finance and career plan:

My family and my wife has always been supportive to me. My finance will all be covered by my 
families here in Nepal during my stay in Australia. My families are financially very strong and 
hence sending me to Australia will not be a burden for them. I am married but my wife will not 
be accompanying me to Australia. She has always supported and believed in me since we 
started dating and now I believe it’s my privilege to refer to her as my wife. Her constant 
support and care has always been a source of motivation for me. She will stay back in Nepal 
and continue with her career and also look after the needs of my parents and her parents too.

After the completion of advanced diploma and Graduate Diploma in Leadership 
Management I will be eligible to have credit transfer to Master Degree in Leadership 
Management. At the same time I will be eligible to handle the managerial post and other 
organizational work. I would love to enroll myself in organization which works for people. When 
I will be back I will work for Non- Governmental Organization like Nepal Red Cross Society and 
Maiti Nepal. With this accredited degree I can also be a part of International Organizations like 
AIN, World Health Organizations (WHO), UNICEF, UN-Habitat and many more where my 
Australian Degree will get high preference. When I will be back to Nepal I will definitely reach 
my requirements, qualities and will be capable enough to enter into community work or social 
services. It will be easier to earn minimum Nrs. 90,000 to Nrs.1,00,000 per month and I believe 
this will help me to live a healthy and happy life in my home country along with my family. 

Listed below are the screen shots that shows vacant post in various non-governmental 
organizations. 
    
Moreover being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my loving family and my supportive wife for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream aim and passion for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they have sacrifice their whole life fulfilling my wishes right from my birth. 
My wife who is also taking responsibilities has the dream to open a school in our area so 
without my support she won’t be able to do such a huge project by herself. My whole family 
along with my wife has always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there is no 
stones left unturned for my career. This is unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it 
but I can care them staying aside. With this motto on me, with completion of my degree and 
some international experience, I will return back to my country. 

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get a International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there. So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a 
student visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country. 

 Also, I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay 
in Australia like:
- Maintaining 80% of attendance.
-Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.

- Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term.
- Attending the enrolled university for at least 6 months.
- Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
- Informing the university/ DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

  I assure the Australian Government that will stay within the condition of visa (sub-class 500) 
during my stay in Australia and preform no such activity that is against the visa (sub-class 
500) condition.

Sincerely, 
…………………………..


